15 brilliant

backpacks

Big and small, fast and slow, old school and techie…
For strolling, hiking, running, adventure, photography and work.
You name it, we’ve found a pack for it!

Daypacks
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1. Maxed Camo Backpack

2. K-Way Kids Rascal

3. K-Way Amicus

There’s nothing fancy about this 20-litre pack.
It can’t accommodate a hydration bladder and
its straps aren’t especially well padded, but it’s
got a roomy main compartment and a useful
outer compartment for smaller stuff. It’s not
bad looking, either. If you plan to go hiking
every weekend you’ll probably want to spend
a bit more, but this bag is fine for gym or an
overnight trip.
R170 at mrpsport.com

My gran always said: “If you’re big enough
to hike, you’re big enough to carry your own
water bottle and jacket.” At which point she’d
put an enormous Karrimor on my spindly
shoulders. My kids won’t have to suffer the
same fate because the 10-litre Rascal is tough
enough for any adventure, but made to fit
mini-me. It’s also a great school bag and comes
in blue and pink.
R220 at capeunionmart.co.za

This 30-litre daypack is a cross between
a hiking pack and a briefcase, with more
compartments than your average daypack.
There’s a compartment for a hydration bladder,
several storage sleeves, mesh pockets on
the sides for water bottles and an outer
compartment on the front for a light rain
jacket or your sandwiches for lunch. There’s
also a detachable key chain inside.
Although it’s smallish, it has a padded hip
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With its large main
compartment and
separate padded
laptop case you can
turn this backpack into
your portable office.

belt – an unusual but not unwelcome feature.
A nice addition is the mesh ventilation panel,
which is controlled by adjustable straps: The
tighter they are, the more air is allowed to flow
between your back and the pack.
R700 at capeunionmart.co.za

4. Black Diamond Bullet 16
The heavy-duty zips and 1260d ballistic nylon
(a thick, tough material developed for pilots’
jackets in World War II) tell you one thing: The
16-litre Bullet is made to last. Designed with
climbers in mind, it’s “tough enough to be
hauled through chimneys and streamlined
enough to not interfere with the crux lead”.
I’m not sure what this means exactly, but if
you’re looking for a small, hydration-ready
daypack for cycling to work and missioning
up Lion’s Head afterwards, this is a serious
contender that will last forever. It’s got a
large, easy access main compartment, a
smaller outer compartment and a tough
mesh insert for your valuables… or your
pongy socks. The waist belt seems a bit
pointless on such a small pack, but
fortunately it’s removable.
R700 at specialist stores like
mountainmailorder.co.za, drifters.co.za
and southernrockgym.co.za
go-southernafrica.com

5. Deuter Giga Office Pro
As the name suggests, this bag is designed
for businesspeople and students. Unlike most
commuter backpacks, it doesn’t have an integrated
laptop sleeve – instead it has a removable, padded
15,6" laptop pouch that can be used as a standalone case. This case is great and it looks very
professional, but there’s only just enough room
for your charger and perhaps a pen.
The main compartment is big enough for
two lever arch files, and there are various other
pouches and compartments. At 32 litres in size
it’s quite a chunky pack so I wouldn’t take it out
of its urban comfort zone.
R1 300 at capeunionmart.co.za

6. Thule EnRoute Blur 2

The crush-proof
SafeZone has a rigid
lining that protects
your sunglasses or
smartphone.
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Granted, it costs as much as a decent 75-litre pack,
but this 24-litre Swedish masterpiece is a thing of
beauty. And it’s expertly crafted, too. It’s designed
for urban use and frequent flyers, as the padded
15,6" laptop and 10" tablet sleeves attest, but it’s
also hydration compatible and made of tough,
water-resistant nylon that will handle most outdoor
conditions. It’s got plenty of compartments and
features. It also comes with a 25-year guarantee.
Would I fork out the cash? Probably not. But I’d be
delighted if I got one for Christmas…
R1 900 at Thule partner stores; thule.com
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Want to travel
even lighter?
Remove the top
compartment
entirely: An
alternate lid flap
covers the main
body of the pack.
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ADVENTURE

PACKS

7. First Ascent Stealth 2 + 5
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This pouch is for
your phone. Nice.

First Ascent has taken customer feedback
into account to develop their all-new Stealth
hydration pack. Its 2-litre reservoir (included) is
very easy to refill and the 5 litres of additional
storage makes it perfect for longish races.
Compression straps mean that it can also be
used over shorter distances where you only
want to carry the bare essentials like water and
an energy bar.
R1 000 at firstascent.co.za and
sportsmanswarehouse.co.za

8. Camelbak Women’s
Spark 3 + 10
This hydration pack with a 3-litre reservoir and
10 litres of storage is designed specifically for
women, so it should be more comfortable to
wear than a men’s or unisex pack. It also has
Camelbak’s new “Antidote Lumbar” reservoir,
which sits at the bottom of the pack and wraps
snugly around your lower back. This gives it a
more stable fit and a lower centre of gravity,
allowing you to stuff the rest of the pack to
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the brim and still have a comfy ride.
It’s meant for mountain biking – the helmet
hooks are a giveaway – but you could easily
use it on a longer trail run where you have to
carry food and rainwear. The spacious main
compartment has a few pouches and side panels
for small stuff and the zip-up compartments
on the hip belt are good for storing easy access
snacks. Like all Camelbak products, it comes
with a “Got Your Bak” lifetime guarantee.
If hubby gets jealous, tell him to check out
the bigger Camelbak Volt (R1 875), which has
all the same technology.
R1 450 at specialist cycling stores like
capecycles.co.za; camelbak.com

9. Osprey Exos 38
When I was younger, it was always a competition
to see who was carrying the heaviest pack.
Nowadays it’s gone full circle: Serious hikers
are trying to carry less and move faster.
The Exos 38 weighs only 1 kg! Despite
this insane fact, it’s comfortable to wear, well
ventilated and hydration ready. It’s a simple top
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Nice touch: a small,
removable toiletry bag
that clips into the main
11 compartment.

loader, but it also has a few easy access pouches
on the outside.
This is an excellent option for a slackpacking
trail or a weekend hike. If you’re still not con
vinced, Osprey has an incredible “All Mighty”
guarantee (see the Meridian review on page 84)
which promises to get you back on the trail within
two weeks, no questions asked.
R1 800 at drifters.co.za; mountainmail
order.co.za and other leading stores;
adventureinc.co.za

10. First Ascent Jupiter 65 + 10
This popular pack is just what you need for a long
hike like the Otter Trail. The adjustable shoulder
straps and waist belt are well padded, but the hip
belt is very thick, making it unsuitable for slightly
built members of the fairer sex. Women should
look at the First Ascent Venus (R1 900), which uses
a medium-sized back system that is more suited
to smaller people.
The bag is very well constructed and well
designed: Its flight-mode zip entrance lets you
pack like it’s an open suitcase and the removable
go-southernafrica.com
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lid doubles as a toiletry bag or first-aid kit. It can
be used as a 65-litre or a 75-litre pack, so it’s more
versatile than a standard 75-litre pack. It’s also
hydration ready and comes with a rain cover. All
in all an excellent, proudly South African choice.
R2 100 at firstascent.co.za and
outdoorwarehouse.co.za

11. Hi-Tec Jafran 85
If you’re one of those okes who carries everything
while the missus skips along with a daypack,
then this is your backpack. It’s quite hard to find
a straight-up 85-litre behemoth these days, but
the Jafran ticks all the right boxes: It’s made from
tough, ripstop polyester and features a huge
main compartment and a sizeable sleeping bag
compartment at the bottom. It’s got modern
streamlined side pouches and the adjustable
shoulder strap system and padded hip belt
are adequate.
Having said all that, if you fill it to capacity
your body will know about it: The suspension
system isn’t ground-breaking and 85 litres is big.
R1 900 at trappers.co.za

our
pick

12. Black Diamond Women’s
Onyx 65 and Men’s Mercury 75
After your boots, your backpack is your most
important piece of hiking equipment. Spending
a little more is sometimes worth it, especially
if you’re not built like a Hilux. None of the local
brands make women-specific packs (the First
Ascent Venus is as close as it gets), so you have a
choice between Deuter, Osprey or Black Diamond.
We’ve chosen Black Diamond because of its
excellent suspension system and because you can
choose from two different torso lengths within
the men’s and women’s categories.
The hip belt pivots around a central bolt:
Your hips can sway like a rumba dancer’s but the
bag will stay perfectly still. The rest of the bag is
great, too. It opens like a suitcase for easy packing
and it’s made from water-resistant material with
sealed zips so there’s no need for a rain cover.
Because it’s designed for climbers, it’s sleek with
no bulky side pockets, and extremely durable.
R3 250 for the Mercury and R3 100 for the Onyx;
mountainmailorder.co.za; drifters.co.za;
southernrockgym.co.za
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On shorter hikes
you can detach the
daypack and leave
it at home.

13. Thule Sapling Elite
Child Carrier
Disclaimer: If you want something for family
strolls along the Braamfontein Spruit, this is not
the bag for you. But if you’re hoping to cover
some serious distance with Junior on your back,
it might be a worthwhile investment – especially
if you plan on having more than one child.
Over the years I have tested and owned a few
child carriers. From an adult’s perspective, the
Sapling is the most comfortable. The shoulder
straps and the waist belt are adjustable and it’s
got a heavy-duty aluminium frame with a nice,
springy suspension system.
The child-carrier element is only half the story.
The pack is also hydration compatible with a
large storage compartment at the bottom, plus it
comes with a sunshade and a rear-view mirror of
all things. It has a removable daypack that can be
strapped to the carrier or worn by another adult.
The regular Sapling (R4 400) has no removable
daypack and it isn’t hydration compatible.
R5 400 at Thule partner stores; thule.com

14. Lowepro Pro Trekker
450AW
For someone who only owns a point-and-shoot
camera, I was amazed that anyone would want
to carry two D-SLR cameras, four to six additional
lenses, two external flash units, a 15" laptop and
a tripod. But such people exist. If you’re one of
them, this is the pack for you.
It’s got proper shoulder and waist straps
and there is serious padding around the camera
section. There is also (minimal) storage for
luxuries like food and clothing, although it
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can accommodate a hydration reservoir.
The price tag might seem absurd, but when
you consider that the equipment the pack is
designed to carry and protect could be worth
several hundred thousand rand, it puts things
into perspective.
Before you fork out the money, bear these
two things in mind: It doesn’t comply with carryon luggage rules and it doesn’t offer easy access
to your cameras if a snow leopard suddenly
our
emerges from the predawn gloom…
pick
About R7 400 at ormsdirect.co.za and
takealot.com

15. Osprey Meridian 28”
If you’re planning a round-the-world trip, this
is your bag. Although the Meridian looks like a
top-notch wheelie suitcase, it’s also a backpack
with a fantastic removable daypack.
The fear with a piece of luggage like this is
that it tries to do too much, but such fears are
unjustified. As a wheelie suitcase it’s exceptional:
The wheels and the handle are robust and the
main compartment unzips lengthways. If you
want to use it as a backpack, the conversion
takes 30 seconds and it’s far more comfortable
to wear than many devoted hiking packs I have
used. When the daypack is zipped on it doesn’t
add much bulk; on its own you’d never guess
the daypack was merely an appendix.
Best of all, the bag comes with Osprey’s
“All Mighty” guarantee, with this promise: “Any
Reason, Any Product, Any Era”.
R3 900 at duesouth.co.za;
luggagewarehouse.co.za;
drifters.co.za; adventureinc.co.za
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